COURTNEY
ZENTZ

ENTREPRENEUR,SLEEP SPECIALIST, PODCASTER

TINY TRANSITIONS, LLC

CONTACT
courtney@tinytransitions.com
facebook.com/tinytransitions
@tinytransitions_sleep_coach
pinterest.com/tinytransitions/
linkedin.com/company/tinytransitions

@The Kids Sleep Show Podcast

SNAPSHOT
Pediatric Sleep Specialist
Certified Lactation Counselor (CLC)
DONA® Trained Postpartum Doula
MBA from Penn State University
15 Years in Corporate America
Mama of 2, Max & Sovella & wife to Adam
Cancer survivor, living life stomachless from CHD1
Active in supporting the homeless community

CORE STRENGTHS
Communication
Positivity
Ideation
Empowerment
Education

Courtney helps parents of strong-willed kids from birth through
puberty who are looking to build healthy sleep habits in their
home and restore the emotional and cognitive wellness of their
children. She teaches key paradigm shifts on behavior and sleep
and shares education and experience from support thousands of
families globally. Together they implement new strategies that
lead to thriving families.

PERSONAL MISSION
Courtney left corporate America shortly after the birth of her son,
which is when the idea for Tiny Transitions was born. The lack of
support, education and empowerment for new mothers is
severely lacking in our culture today and she wanted to fill a gap
during the most vulnerable time in the lives of new families.
Parents are doing the most influential work, while feeling
exhausted, with no training. Courtney created Tiny Transitions to
come alongside parents by cheering them on, celebrating
their wins and encouraging them to build and maintain healthy
sleep habits for life in their home. From there, work with them to
makeover other areas of their life and take control of the strong
family and personal wellness journey they are on. Courtney and
her team of over a dozen Sleep Specialists are redefining sleep,
one family at a time.
Courtney's passion is to educate, equip and encourage parents to
understand the needs of their kids, build a strong connected
relationship, get on the same page as their partner and parent
confidently and effectively. Parenting is the hardest job in the
world. Courtney and her Slumber Squad® can give parents new
tools to become the parent they want to be and their children
thrive because they feel understood.

TOP INTERVIEW TOPICS
Founder & Leader of 12 Sleep Consultants
Pediatric Sleep Consulting
The Kids Sleep Show Podcast
Virtual Parent Coaching
Making Over Motherhood Intensive
Speaking Engagements

Foundations of Sleep Hygiene
The Impact of Chronic Sleep Deprivation
Newborn Sleep Needs
Holistic Sleep Education
Infant & Toddler Sleep Training
School-Aged Sleep Anxiety

